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nacle-encrusted rocky shores in the Paleozoic? H a d grounds are sysnsedimentarily lithified carbonate sea
The tnphonomy, sedimentology, and paleoemlogy of a rare floors cemented by precipitation of carbonate cements in
peritidal hardground in the Lomr Devonian @acIihuian) the primary pore spaces (Wilson and Palmer, 1992). ExThather Limestone Member of the Manlius F o ~ i o in
n posure of these cemented surfaces by storms or current aceast-central New York State ~ m u i d E insiehts
s
into sediment tivity may provide a hard substrate on an otherwise soft,
dynamics and modes of lik of ancient L
r
d substrate-in- muddy bottom, allowing for the colonization and estabhabiting organisms. The hardground occurs near the top of lishment of encrusting communities.
There are several recorded occurrences of echinoderma shalhwing-upwardcarbonate iyck slightly below deskcation-craekecimicritic ribbon 1im.stones. T?Ehard surface dominated hardground communities in the fossil record
developed on a partially .exhumed tentaculitid pawment (e-g., Brett and Liddell, 1978; Fursich, 1979;Waddington,
and overlying pelletal calcisiltite; the hardground has a re- 1980; Brett et al, 1983; Guensburg, 1984,1988; Brett and
lief of about 2 3 crn a d is ouerlain by a thin silickkrsstic BrooWield, 1984; Brett, 1988; Meyer, 1990; Guensburg
mud laver. Tmtcltiue correlafionof t h hardmound across a and Sprinkle, 1992; Sumrall et al., 2000; Sumrall, 2001).
lateral 'iistance ofabout 35 krn p&-pendtcul& to deposition- The preservation of these communities occurred by cataal strike suggests a wry subahed topographic profile fir strophic burial or obrution (Brett and Sedacher, 1991;Wilthis regwn and &velopmnt of an a t m i u e p e r i t h l hard- son and Palmer, 1992),praviding, in essence, a snapshot of
ground pauement. Tentaculites gyracanthus m u r s in a the hard seafloor comunity. In some instances it is pos&me puerrzent of strongly bimodally aligned shells with sible to discern community composition, succession, and
an E h E to WSW orientution,parallel t o the inferred pako- species hteractions, as well as other ecological patterns,
shoreline. Some specimens also occur vertically embedckd, primarily because the fauna is preserved in situ.
Hardgrounds are common during certain intervals of
suggesting possible life orientations within firm substrates.
The presence of pits around the apertures of these shells geologic time, probably associated with widespread marine
suggests scouring effects around the shells burrow$ into transgressions and the development of major carlmnate
the substide. Upper portions of the i r r e g h hadgmund platfoms. They apparently are associated with certain clisuifaee were prefirentially colonized by an undescribed matic regimes, particularly during greenhouse times and
levels of carlmn dioxide and low MdCa
small postibulind ech-wastemid, which may have Lived with relativelv high
,=
somewhat l i b acorn barnacles on m - s w e p t rock plat- ratios in seawater,scwalled calcite oceans (Wilbnsonet al.,
forms. The latter shows apopulation structure with few ju- 1982; Stanley and Hardie, 1998; Wilson et al., 1992). For
veniles. Although fauna within the Thacher limestone in- various reasons tkzt are still poorly understood, certain includes leperditian o s t r d s , mrnose and encrusting bryo- tervals of geologic time, even during greenhouse times, prozoans. Bowellella vanuxemi b m h k ~ o d s and
.
rare ater- vide fewer examples of hardgrounds than others. Notably,
i o d biualves, the h d g r o u n d c o m m n i t y .& rather likited. these include the Silurian to Early Devonian interval.
This lorn-diwrsity assemblage represents an unusual ed- Hence, discovery and documentation of hardgrounds and
rioasteroid-dominated hudgt-ourad community type t h i their biotas from these intervals form a signiscant contriuersisted from at kast Earlv Ordouieian to Late Deuonian bution to the understanding of these interesting marine
hard-substrate environments through geologic time.
In this paper, a somewhat unusual hardground i s described from the Early Devonian (Zochkovian)of eastern
New York State, with a fauna dominated by Tentaeulites
and a new small edrioasteroid. This is one of the relatively
Shallow, peritidal hard-substrate communities are few occurrences of Early Devonian hardgrounds, it is a
widely studed along modern rocky shorelines, but are rare example o f a peritidal hardground, and it provides an
generally poorly preserved in the ancient geologic record important comparative example for this portion of the
(Johnson 1987; 1988 a, b). What were the analogs of bar- middle: Paleozoic.
Q
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LOCALITY AND METHODS

The hardground described here was collected (in 1997)
from the lower Thacher Member of the Manlius Formation (Lower Devonian, Lochkovian Stage) in the Mohawk
River Valley. The majority of the material was derived
from a small roadcut on Kilts Road just southeast of its
junction with county route 34; about 1km east of the village of Sharon Springs, Schoharie County, New York
(Sharon Springs 7.5' Quadrangle; Fig. 1).Subsequently (in
2001) a second occurrence of a similar, and possibly the
same, edrioasteroid-bearing hardground was discovered
in a small madcut on NY Route 443 northwest of the
bridge over Fox Creek, 0.5 km southeast of Gallupville,
Schoharie County, New York (Gallupville 1.5' Quadrmgle; Fig. 1). This locality is approximately 35 Irm SE of
Sharon Springs, suggesting the persistence of at least the
identical fades, if not the same hardground over a substantial area.
The Sharon Springs site was recognized and collected
initially by Eruce Be11 in the early 1970s and is briefly
mentioned by Fisher (1979). Bell reposited a large quantity of edrioasteroibencrusted dabs in the New York State
Museum, and this collection supplements our field studies. Thomas WhteIey and Gerald Kloc re-located and excavated the hardground horizon at the Sharon Springs
site in 1997. In all,an area of a b u t 2.4 mZwas uncovered.
The limestone was marked in several places with north
orientations using a Brunton compass. During f i e coflection arocess. the slab was removed as several dozen smaller pieces, which were reassembled in the laboratory to reform a single large slab. T h s slab represents a single bedding plane measuring about 140 m by 170 cm. The slab
was cleaned with a dry brush, and washed gently with
mild soap solution to remove a thm clay shale that locally
adhered to the hardground.
In order to document edrjoasteroid size frequency, specific hstribution patterns, and tentaculitid orientation on
the slab, a chak line was used to create a 10 crn x 10 m
grid work on the fossilifemus region of the hardground
surface (Fig. 2). Each of the fossilifemus quadrants (-185)
was assessed for faunal elements. Edrioasteroids were 10cated, counted,and their average diameter recorded. The
angle of orientation of the apex of the conical skeleton of
Tentaculiks gyrantnthus Hall relative to the north azimuth was measured to denote angle direction. Topography of the hardground (e.g., elevated knobs, low depressions), approximate relief, and other taphonomic and sedimentary features were noted and recoded in the appropriate quadrant (see Fig. 2).
For statistical purposes, the measured azimuths of 7bntaculites were grouped into approximately five-degree increments ( e . ~ .0°4.9",
,
5.0"-9.9", etc.) and were entered
into a Microsoft Excel spread sheet for calmlation of descriptive statistics. c he-strength of orientation (r value)
FIGURE I-Location map of the study area. Inset map shows general
was calculated by using the following formula:
r

=

(x2 + y2)/2

where x2 = (5I COS 0 1) / N and y2 = (zI sin 0 1) / N, and N =
the number of measured angIes. An r value close to one,
indicates cohesiveness or unity in the orientation (i-e.,a
strongly preferred orientation), whereas an r value close to
zero suggests no preferred orientation.

location of outcrop Imalities in east central New York State. (A, B)
Detailed maps showing: (A) portions of the Sharon Springs 7.Y quadrangle; (B) Gallupville 7.5' quadrangle. Exposures of the hardground
d~scussedherem indicated by arrows.
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Size Frequency Chart (Posfibuia sp.)

Diameter (mm)

FIGURE 2Schematic drawing of the hardground slab with contoured
edrioasteroid distribution overlay. The schematic underlay shows outline of the hardground. Irregularly shaped patterns withln outline indicate raised reglons of the hardground surface; dark-gray areas represent the lower tentacul~tldpavement. m e graduated gray overlay
shows the contoured edrioasteroid frequency distnbutton. Major contour lines are drawn at multiples of 10 individuals per increment Grid
d~mensionsused to count edrioasteroid frequency were drawn at 10
cm x 10 cm square. Note highest densities of edrioasteroids occuron
elevated portlons of the hardground surface as opposed to the lower
pavement.

Edrioasteroid diameters were measured to the nearest
millimeter. The number of edrioasteroids in each size
range was counted and plotted graphically, using Excel, to
show the size frequency distribution (Fig. 3). In order to
donunent the spatial distribution of edrioasteroids on the
hardground surface, the total number o f edrioasteroids
per quadrant was recorded and provided an x, y cmrdinate location. These spatial data, along with the number
of edrioasteroid occurrences,were used to generate a contour map using the s o b r e program Surfer@(2002,Rockwarem, Golden, CO). The coordinate data were gridded
within the software program using the nearest neighbor
calculation method and plotted (Fig. 2).

STRATIGRAPHY AND GEOLOGIC SETTING
The hardground-bearing lower submember of the
Thacher Member (Manlius Formation) is the lowest unit
of the Lower Devonian Helderberg Gmup (Fig. 4). While
there has been some contruversy as to the exact age of the
Thacher Member (see Matteson et al., 1996; Ebert et al.,
2001), most workers accept t h a t this unit lies slightly
above the Silurian-Devonian boundary (Riekard and
Zenger, 1964), making it earliest Devonian (Lmhkovian)
in age.
The Thacher Member in central and eastern New York
State is oomprised mainly of thinly bedded micritic ribbon
limestone facies, primarily calcisiltites. This unit previously was termed the Tentaculite Limestone (Hall, 1839),
because it contains prolific numbers of Tentaculites gyracanthus.

FIGURE 3--Edrioastem~d size frequency histogram based on 1010
specimens. Average ednoastero~ddiameter is between 3 and 4 mm.
Some small (1 mm) specimens are represented, as are a few very
large specimens (up to 12 mm). It is possible that 2 cohorEs are represented, wdh an elder cohort represented by spectmens In the 7-10
mm range, and a younger cohort in the 1-5 mrn slze range.

The Thacher Member represents the initial portion of a
marine transgression, superimposed on the h a 1 phase
(Tutelo phase) of the Tippecanoe Megasequence (Sloss,
1963). The interval is about 16 meters (52 feet) thick in its
type section area, near Albany,NY, but thins to abut 10.7
meters (35feet) near Sharon Springs (Itickard and Zenger, 1964). The Thacher Member conformably overliesfinegrained dolostones of the Rondout Formation (Silurian,
Pridolian), but is unconformably overlain by crinoidal
grainstones and packstones of the Lower Devonian Cmymans Formation (Rickard and Zenger, 1964).
The Thacher Member is divisible into two distinctive
units. The lower submembr in the Richfield Springs area
(west of Sharon Springs) measures about 8 m (25 feet)
thick and thins in the direction of Gallupville.Throughout
this region, the lower Thacher consists mainly of finegrained calcilutite (micrite) to calcisiltite beds that range
from 2.5 ta 9 cm thick. Toward its top, this unit exhibits
mudcracks, ripple marks, ripup clasts, and very smallscale cross bedding. A low-diversity, high-dominance fauna consists mainly of Tentaculitesg y m n t h u s , the large
ostracode Hermunina alta, the brachiopod Howellella wn w m i , small pterioid bivalves, and a few bryozoan fragments.
The upper submember measures about 3 m (10 feet)
thick. The base of this interval contains a 2.4 meter-thick
stromatoporoid biostrome with a great abundance of Syrirgostrom barretti, providing some relief to the contact
with the lower Thacher unit. %s portion of the upper section is slightly coarser,more argillaceous, and thicker bedded than the underl*g
unit. This section is overlain by
thinner bedded limestones of variable thickness (also
called waterlimes in older literature) and is capped by another section of stromatopomid biostromes forming the
top of the Thacher Limestone (Rickard, 1962) (see Fig. 4).
Facies relationships and depositional environments of
the Lower Devonian Helderberg Group in eastern New
York, and to a lesser extent in Pennsylvania, have h e n
discussed in detail by a number of previous workers (Rick-
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FIGURE SPaleogeographic reconstruction of the AppaTachian fore-

calcisiltite

B argillaceous
mrcr~te

calcareous
shale
stromatoporoid
biostromes

land basin durina earliest Devonian (Lochkovian)firne. Arrow denotes
of the ~anlius
hardground site; north arrow Inapproximate
dicates m d e m geographic north. Inferred facies belts af the Thacher
Limestone are labeled. Dashed lines show approximate contours of
basin, deepening to the southeast. Figure modified f r m Anderson
(1971).

erberg units display a gradual westward change from offshore skePetal packstone and grainstone facies 1Coeymanffilkberg formations)into mudstone to wackestone
details of stratigraphy of the Thachex Member, ~nclud~ng
small-scale facies of the Manlius Formation to the northwest.
cycles (PACs of Goodwin and Anderson, 7985);astensk marks the
The Helderberg Group forms the type example of the
approximate position of the Sharon Springs-Gaflupvillehardground.
low-high-low (x, y, z) energy profile typical for carbonate
ramps (Laporte, 1969). The Manlius Formation, as a
a d , 1962; Rickard and Zenger, 19W, Laporte, 1969; An- whole, was deposited during the initial phases of a larger
derson and Goodwin, 1980; Anderson et al., 1984; Good- scale (third order) transgression associated with the lower
win and Anderson, 1985;Goodwin et al., 1986; Ebert et aE., of two large-scale cycles in the Helderberg Group. In this
2001). Previous palmgeographic reconstructions for the context, the Manlius reoords a low-energy inner shelf !z
Helderberg basin (Fig. 5) show a northeast to southwest zone in the model of Irwin, 1965).
trending d e w e n t e r lying to the southeast of the study reThe Manlius Formation comprises several distinct fagion (the southern Hudson Valley to central Pennsylvania c i e ~that s u g e s t deposition in a peritidal environmental
area) bordered to the northwest by carbonate ramps, complex. The most offshore Manlius facies are thin-to-mewhich led into extensive tidal flats. Hardground-bearing dium bedded skeletal packstones to wackestones that r e p
strata formed in proximity to this northwestern paleo- resent storm-generated graded beds derived from adjashorehe.
cent shoal facies to the southeast (Coeyrnansfacies).These
Rickard (1962)provided a detaiIed survey of Helderberg skeIeta1 limestones, usually dominated by crinoid hash,
stratigraphy and established important aspects of facies form a transition between typical Coeymams skeletal
inter-relationships, particularly in the lower Manlius For- pack- and grainstone facies and the most proximal, typimation. Notably, he was able to establish that lower Held- cally thick-bedded Limestones commonly containing s t m
FIGURE 4--Generalized stratigraphy of the Lower Devonian Helderberg Group in eastern New York {not dram to d e ) . Inset shows
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matoproid biohems. Rickard / 1962) and others have interpreted these biohems as inner lagoonal mounds.
The stromatoporoid facies in turn appear to be replaced
laterally in the onshore drection, and vertically in shallowing-upward successions by r i b b n Limestones. These
facies typically are platy, sparsely fossiliferous,laminated
micrites and caldsiltites. Included in these dark bluegray, fine-grained calcisiltites are a number of hardgrounds. Insights into the depositional environment and
paleogeography are pravided by the unique faunal and
taphonomic features of these beds.
The riblmn limestonespass laterally westward (and also
vertically upward) j n b still thinner-lwdded, typically shaly and somewhat dolomitic cryptalgal
laminates (i-e.,mi.&tic limestones with crinkly or wavy laminations probably of micmbiaI orim) with well-developed desiccation
cracks and fenestral fabrics (birds eye structures). Lapode
119691interpreted the r i b b n hestones
to represent a
low-energy, inner-lagoonal to tidal-flat succession. me
source ofthe h e - ~ a _ m e sediment,
d
which make up most
considered
ofthe ~
~
~
~ ~ is
~ l~
it but jis ~
~ ~~
to be an offshore,-arbona& factory, probably
~ t sha~low-water
h
conditions represented by winnowed
of the Coeymans F
~
skeletal carbonates in
tion. shoreward
of
mud ap
parently took place during fairrweather conditions (Lapo&, 1967,1969). Although the limestones are relatively
clean, they are lnterbedded with thin, shaly to slightly
benbfifiC part*gs. ~hTtsgi~laceous
content increases
into the most proximal mud-cracked facies, suggesting
ofthe study area supplied a
that lw-reliefland
very minor amount of siliciclastic sediment to the per-h&l
region.
smdl-scale cyclic
The Helderberg G~~~ is divisible
packages, some of which seem t~ be widespread, that show
frorn flooding surfacgeneral tendency to &allow
es (see Fig. 4). Indeed, this unit has become a classic reference section for the study of small-scale, sha~owing-upsuccessiDns in
Anderson and m d w i n
a se(1980)and Go&n
and Anderson (1985)
*es of about five to six 1 3 meter thick, shallowingLup%gradational
cycles, which they termed
cycles (PACs), within the lower Thacher Member. These
intervals have been correlated over wide areas in central
to eastern New York State and central Pennsylvania.
Each cycle is bounded at its top by an abmpt flooding
face and follows a roughly upward-shallowing pattern.
Goodwin and Anderson (1985) argued that these cycles
represent widespread sea level rises, on the order of a few
meters of water depth, followed by a widespread aggradation of the bottom. Given the unusual conditiong under
which the Sharon Springs hardground formed, coupled
with its stratigraphic position (see below), it is reasonable
to assume that the Gallupville hardground maybe coeval.
Thus the apparently widespread character of the hardground reported herein may favor Goodwin and Anderson's (1985) allocyclic mechanism for producing the u p
ward-shallowing packages.
The hardground interval recovered from the Sharon
Springs locality lies approximately 1m from the top of the
lower division of the Thacher Member. Moreover, the
hardground a t Gallupville lies in approximately the same
stratigraphic position he., slightly below a stromatoporoid

biostrome). The occurrence of beds showing polygonal desiccation cracks a few centimeters above the hardground
suggests that this sediment was deposited in very shallow
water, probably a n inner lagoonal to outer tidal-flat setting. As for the GallupviIle locality, the hadground-bearing interval is followed within a meter by a biostrornal
stromatoporoid bed that appears to represent somewhat
deeper lagoonal conditions. Hence, there is some indication that these hardgrounds formed during periods of relatively slow sedimentation near the cap of a shallowingupward cycle.

HARDGROUND MORPHOLOGY
The Manlius h a r d g r ~ is
~ dthe uppernost of three
fou'closel~ stacked layers afmicritic, bluish-gray,pelletal
h e s t o n e (cdcisiltite-wackestone). Each of these distinct
layers is separated from the one above by a ve'7 thin ard l a c m u s parting- Such bdding planes show abundant,
very
, small-scale bioturbation (1-2 mm wide by 1@-20 mm
long burrows) identifiable as Chondrites and Phnolites.
The sharpness of these bunows, which are typically cast
On ~
the base
~ of the
- next overlying h d , suggests that the
mud separating the limestone layers had undergone a mino" amount ofeonsohdation, f o ~ i n g f i ~~ ~r i ~
o rdb s
the deposition of the next overlying unit- Alternatively,
erosional scouring immediately preceding the deposition
of the pelletal limestones may have resulted in the breacho f b u m w s pm
i"g of s0fi-sediment layers and
duced in semi-consolidated sediment. However, only the
upper layer displays evidence of a g e n h e hadground
condition.
The hardground itself is developed on varied lithologies
in a graded bed at the top of the succession. The hardground-bearing bed is not separated from the one below it
by an argillaceous parting, rather the beds seem to have
been amalgamated. However, polished cross-sections
show an abundance of tentaculitids and other fossil debris,
which f o m a line of separation between the two beds. %S
debris is sharply overlain by a 5-7 mm pelletal calcisiltitecalcisikite bed on which much of the hardground is developed. The tentaculitid pavement may r e p ~ s e nat peiod of
*owing
prior to a sedimentation event that deposited
e ~ b n a t silts
e and mud.
The hardground shms a relief of about 1-2 cm. Small
furrow-like stmctures (Fig. 6A) up to 3 cm wide and 5-15
rn long were cut downward in places through the calusiltite layer prior tu Lthificakion. In certain areas, the surface
of the calcisiltite displays cracks or f~actures
(Fig. 6B). The
upper layer of the calcisiltite generaljy is sparsely fossilifemus, but in a few areas tentaculitids apparently were
buried within this layer as well. It. is notable that certain
tentaculitid specimens have been breached open, indicating a period of abrasion of the calcisiltite following a t least
partial induration that anchored the skeletons in place. In
places, the calcisiltite layer was removed completely and
the hardground was developed along the more planar surface of the tentaculitid layer (Fig. 6C). In these areas, the
tentaculitid skeletons are densely packed,virtually edgeto-edge, and display a very strong, visually evident, preferred orientation, roughly northeast to southwest Wig.
6D) (see belowj.
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R value = ,923 @
38.35degrees
n = 1620 specimens

@ 218.35 degrees
nGURE ?'--Rose diagram of azimuths of Tentaculitesgyrawnthus
shells frum the Manllus hardground. Mean vector is indicated by arrows and statist~calz-values are given. Note nearly perfect b~modal
distribution of Tentaculrtes.

HARDGROUND FAUNA

The fauna of the Manlius hardground in both localities
has a very low diversity, being almost exclusively dominated by a single undescribed species of postibulinid edrimsteroid. In addition, a single mall zoarium of an unidentified trepostome bryozoan ( 1crn diameter) was observed. Associated ramose bryozoans may have h e n attached, but no holdfasts of either bryozoans or crinoids
were observed. A few iII-defined small pits occur on the
surface, but surprisingIy no recognizable borings such as
Bypanites were noted Possible in s i t u tentaculitids (see
below) may have been part of a predecessor firmground
stage in the development of this surface, but obviously are
not bored into the hardground. Thus, in contrast to most
described hardground Ifaunas, this assemblage is almost
exclusively echinoderm dominated and virtually lacks
bryozoans and b r i n g s .

-

FIGURE GMorpholog~calfeatures of the Manl~ushardground surface; Thacher Member, Sharon Springs, MY. (A) Note slight ledge at
edge of hrgh area to lefl of center; also note low areas w~thTentaculrtes and grooves (erosionally enlarged burrows?) in center of view.
(8)Section of hardground showing Chondsifesburrows and collapsed
portions of the upper calcisrltite bed. (C) Portion of elevated calcisiltite
hardground in lower half of view shows attached postibutinid edrioastemids: low-relief area m upper portion of view shows pavement of
align4 Tentaculiteswhere calcisik~tehas been eroded; also note single small edrloasteroid attached to Tentaculite~bearing bedding
plane. (D) View of lower surface of hardground wlth ednoasterolds
attached to bimodally align& Tentaculires.

Detailed measurements of the azimuths of 1620 %taculites specimens an the lower portions of the hardground
show a very strong bimodal orientation (Fig. 7).In one
quadrant alone, a count ofnearly 500 specimens revealed
that virtually equal numbers were oriented with apical
ends northeast (243 specimens) and southwest (242 specimens}. The strongly bimodal alignmentcalculated at NNE
to SSW (r = 0.92 at -38" and 218")is parallel with the inf e d NE-SW trending palmshoreline of the Early Devonian sea (Anderson, 1971; Brett, 1999). T h e strongly bi-
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ferent orientation process, which potentially was related
to the initial phases of the final obrution event.
Edrioastemids
As noted, the hardgmund shows a large number of
small postibulinid edrioasteroids belongingta a new genus
and species (Fig.8 A-C). Most edrioasteroid thecae are intact, although some of the larger individuals show some

evidence of incipient disarticulation. Small individuals are
almost perfectly intact and some even appear relatively
inflated. Upon death and burial the thecae underwent
post-mortem collapse, which pressed the upper surface
downward against the hardground. This thecaI collapse
enhances the elevated appearance of the ambulacra and
oral area (see Fig. 8C) because the floor plates and oral
frame plates are thicker than the interambulacral plating.
Coupled with the tall cover plates of postibulinid edrioastemids, this compaction preserved specimens with high
ambulacra and low interambulacra.
Unlike other postibuljnids (Bell,1976 a, b; Bell and Petersen, 1976; Sumrall et al., 2000j, specimens of this edrimsteroid have a clavate theca that in the extended position has a bulbous ord surface and a thick tapering pedund a t e zone that attached to a somewhat smaller peripheral
rim. This design is convergent on the D i s q s t i n a e and
easily distinguished by the nature of the pedunculate zone
p l a t q (Sumrall, 1996).Most specimensare preserved with
the thecae in the retracted position while the edge of the pedunculate zone forms the edge ofthe thecae somewhat reminiscent of Torquerisediscus kypsi specimens described by
Sumrall(2001). Several specimens are preserved with the
thecae slightly extended and the oral surface shifted to the
side, and in these speeitnens, a portion of the peripheral rim
and a side view of the pedunmlate zone are evident (Fig.
8C).
Most unusual in the preservation of these edrioasteroids is the nature of the ambdacral cover plates, hydm
pore, and periproct. Most edrioasteroids are preserved
with the cover plates completely closed along the peradial
suture (Sumrall, 1996). The cover plates rarely are oollapsed into the food grmve (Surnrall and Bowsher, 1996;
S u m d , 2001). In nearly every specimen of this e b o a s temid, the cover plates either are gaped or folded open
FIGURE &Enlarged Images of several specimens of the postibulinid with one or more proximal sets of cover plates folded back
ednoastero~d,
all X 8 (A) Ednoastero~din contracted posture showing onto the interambulacra, exposing the interior surface of
gaped cover plates. (0) Very large sdnoastero~dpreserved In contracted posture wtth gaped cover plates and open anal pyramld. {C) the cover plates. Most specimens also are preserved with
Two specimens preserved in extended posture whh penpheral rim and the hydrwgonopore and periproct open. These open, delicate structures likely a m not a response to stress. Argupedunculate zone showing near bottom.
ably, edrioasteroid response to stress would be to close all
of the thecal openings tightly, thus explaining the more
modal pattern suggests an oscillatory current oriented a t common condition of tightly closed thecal openings. The
90" to these measured angles. This would imply southeast shiRing of the plates cavering the thecal openings must
to northwest wave or tidal action, which is normal to the have happened aRer death of the animals. Either the edEarly Devonian paleoshoreline.
rioasteroids were killed and had a brief period of decay folIn contrast to the lower cemented surface, the upper en- lowed rapidly by burial in mad, or they were killed and
crusted surface of the hardground shows much lower con- buried in a single event and contraction of connective tiscentrations of tentaculitids, but in this case, they general- sues opened the plates covering the thecal orifices.
ly are oriented with apex end pointing in the same direction, especially in close proxkity to the bases of raised rePALEOBIOLOGY
gions of the hardground. This observation suggests f i a t
Tentaculitids
these specimens were oriented by unidirectional currents
that were focused and directed around the base of elevated
Because tentaculitids are a group of annulated conical
surfaces. A s such, these tentaculitids were subject to a dif- shelled organisms of uncertain affinities, their exact mode
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FIGURE %Postulated modes of life for Tentaculites. Several specimens on the Manlius hardground suggest a sedentary life mode for
these enigmatic organisms. Modified from Fisher, 1971.

of life remains enigmatic. They have been interpreted to
have h e n either p
,
scavengers, or sedentary
- ela
- ~ cbenthic
filter feeding organi~ms(Fisher, 1966; Fig. 9). ~ l e &
most specimens from the M d u s hardground are reworked and current-alignedskeletons (Fig. IOA, B).However, a few individuals are preserved in possible life position. These are represented by specimens in which the
conical shell is oriented vertically with the aperture directed upward and elevated sLightly above the surface of the
calcisiltite (Fig. 10C,D). Typically, the aperture in these
specimens is elevated slightly above a semicircular depression, which is only slightly larger than the tentaculitid test. The depression could have been produced by currents flowing around the tentamlitids or by movementsof
the animals' appendages. These specimeas could represent individuals that burrowed into the firm carbonate silt
prior to its complete cementation. If so, then the preferred
mode of Life may have been as a sedentary, suspensionfeeding organism. This unorthodox interpretation has
been suggested previously by Fisher (1966).The alternate
interpretation of these specimens is that they were
washed into borings or other openings in the hardground,
but this interpretationseems unlikely given the number of
verticalIy oriented specimens.

The distribution pattern of edrioasteroidsindcates that
these echinoderms were capable of colonizing both the
lower errposed areas of the tentaculitid surface and the
raised, indurated calcisiltite patches. It is readily apparent from the contoured frequency of occurrence for each 10
maquadrant (Fig. 2) that the edrioasteroids were not
evenly distributed across the hardground surface (see also
Table 1 for counts). Rather, they were patchy and more
commonly settled on the elevated portions of the hardground.The highest densities of specimens (31to 37 individuals per square decimeter) occur on the elevated regions of the hardground. Much lower densities, comprising much smaller indivrduals, occur on the lower surfaces.

FIGURE 10-Fauna of Manl~ushardground. (A) Pavement of b ~ m w t
aligned Tentaculttes gymanthus; also note fragments of rarnose bryomans. (B) Port~mof the slab surface show~ngdensely packed Tentaculifes and a brachiopod (Howe!leNavanwrem~)locatedjust left of center;
also note small cla$t of cemented mlcis~ltie,probably derived from ercsion of the hardground. (C) Hardground surface shmng numenxls arkulated postibulln~dedrioasteroids; also note shallow pds, which are
concentric on vettlcally oriented Tentawlites. (D) Enlargement of dwoverfically onented Tentaculites specimens (nngs) showing small scour pits
arwnd them. Note that in this image, a cornpanson between horizontaI
hedying tentaculittds (oriented b!modally) arid elmgated soolir p&
a w n d vertical specimens suggdfferent current pmxsses affected
the hardground (oscilfa~ngand unldlred~onal).
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TABLE 1-Numerical counts of edrioasteroid specimens within the mast fosstliferous region of the hardground. Note 10 cm X 10 crn sampling
gnd. Quadrants were labeled rnitially uslng alpha-numeric coordinate system. Subsequently all data were converted to x, y coordinates for use
In computer-assisted analysis (presented in the overlay of Figure 2).

Furthermore, there does not appear to have been any
preferential orientation of the thecae of the edrioasteroids
on the surface. Measurements of the orientations of the
thecae reIative to the position ofthe anal vent show a high
degree of scatter and virtually all angles occur with equal
facilitv.

~h~edrioasteroids
apparently were buried alive, or very
shortly after death, and thus represent a census sample of
the living m m u n i t y at the time of their death. As such,
one might anticipate a right-skewed size &equency distribution as seen in other studied Iocalities (Kammer et al.,
1987; Meyer, 1990; but see Sumrall, 2001 for an example
of spat-fall accumulations). Huwever, in ths case study
there is an anomalously low number of juveniles (see Fig.
3). Relatively few specimens smaller than two mrn in diameter are present. ColIection and cleaningrnethodsprobably did not selectively remove juveniles from the sample.
The small number of juveniles in the population may reflect either seasonal recruitment, as influenced by environmental conditions, or burial early in the reproductive
season, such that only a few of the earliest offspring had

settled and cemented. In any case, successive cohorts of individuals greater than 4 mm in diameter show the expected decrease in population size through time.
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS IN
HARDGROUND FORMATION
The basic development of hardground features can be
summarized in the following steps. A p e M of relatively
prolonged sediment starvation, probably representing
several decades or centuries, allowed the accumulation of
tentaculitid skeletons (Fig. 11A). Causes of the cessation
of sedunentation are uncertain, but may involve the aggradation of sediments to near sea level, the beginning of
sea-level rise following a shallowing episode, or both. The
tentaculitid skeletons may have undergone periods of exhumation and burial that resulted in their dense concentration. These conical skeletons were strongly df'ected by
oscillatory currents, which aligned them in an almost perfectly bimdal fashion on this pavement. The northeastsouthwest direction of lineation suggests that these skele-
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tons were aligned parallel to the shoreline of the basin. If
one assumes that this represents a strand-line accumulation, then the skeletal lineation would represent the strike
o f the paleo-shore line of approximately N 3S0E.However,
the apparently extensive nature of this pavement, across
some 35 lun roughly perpendicular to depositional strike,
implies a very low gradient shoreline with extensive peritidal flats.
The pavement of tentaditid skeletons was buried by
W mm of carbonate silt (Fig. 11B). This represents a n e p
isode of deposition in which pelletal carbonates were
transported in a shoreward direction and deposited r a p
idly. Following this series of events, the region experienced a p e n d of minimal sedimentation, during which cemenh began to develop in the interstices of the carbonate
pellets forming an indurated firmground. Presumably this
partial cementation took place slightly below the sediment-water interface, associated with sulfate reduction
and the build up of bicarbonate ions within the sedirnent
(Wilson and Palmer, 1992). Some of the cementation could
have resulted from early meteoric diagenesis during periods of exposure. T h e exact timing of the induration of the
tentamlitid pavement is unclear, but it appears to have
preceded the induration of the overlying calcisiltite layer.
The embedment of tentaculitids in vertical burrows may
have occurred a t this stage, prior to fullcementation.
During a second period of prolonged sediment starvation, the loose surficial sediment plus portions of the upper
carbonate silt layer were exhumed and scoured away.
Some of the erosion occurred after a period of induration.
Some fragments and collapsed ledges of the calcisiltite layer are found on the surface, which suggests that the upper
few centimeters ofthat layer were cemented, while a thin
zone of non-cemented sediment existed below this crust,
but above the tentaculitid pavement. Burrowing may have
contributed to some exhumation of the firm carbonate silt,
as suggested by the groove-like features cut into its surface. Erosion undercut the crust of the upper calcisiltite.
Subsequently, scouring removed some major portions of
the upper surface, forming indurated clasts of the calcisiltite and exposing portions of the older tentamlitid pavement (Fig. 1IC). Hence, erosion produced a composite
hardgmund, composed of two distinctive lithified layers,
still separated by a thin zone of less-indurated sediment.
This exhumed surface had a micro-topography with a relief of less than 2 em between the tentaculitid pavement
and the more elevated patches and knobs composed of calcisiltite.
The exhumed irregular surface then was colonized by
two or more generations of postibulinid drioastemids
(Fig. IlD). Evidently, the tentaculitid pavement was cemented, as indicated by the encrustation of a few edrjoasteroids directly on this surface.Unlike moat subtidal hard-
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FlGURE 11-Block diagrams illustrating reconstructions of various
stages in the development of Manlius hardground. (A) Accumulation
of TentacuEites shells and their alignment by oscilkatory currents. (B)
Erosion and partial exhumation of previouslyburied Tentaculitespavement; note erosive undercutting of partiallycemented calcisiltite. (C)
Colonization of hardground by edrioastemids. (D) Final rapid buFial of
hardgmund by siliciclastic muds.
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grounds, there are very few bryozoans or Trypanites on
this surface. This suggests that the surface might have
had a veneer of some other material on it, such as sediment or stromatolitic microbial films, which prevented
many organisms from actually settling. However, the postibulinid edrioasteroids were capable of encrusting both
the smooth (preferred) surface ofthe hardened calc%iltite
and the rough surface of the tentaculitid pavement. New
t e n t a d i t i d individuals accumulated in low spots on the
hardground surface. This may further indicate a period of
condensation associated with the exposure of the hardground. More than one generation of edrioasteroids was
present a t the time of final burial.
The last event to affect the hardground was a pulse of
rapid burial by silty, terrigenous muds. This burial may
have resulted from the backwash of a storm surge that
eroded sediment from. the upper parts of the tidal flat.The
sediment accumulated rapidly enough so that the edrioasteroids were buried intact with relatively little evidence of
decay (Fig. 11E). Perhaps the most remarkable feature of
this occurrence is the apparent correlation of this burial
event for over 35 lun perpendicular to shoreline. This and
similarly widespread obrution deposits (Brett and Seilacher, 3991) suggest that mud blankets may be distributed
very rapidly and broadly following certain storm events.

tolerant organisms, such as acorn barnacles in the present
day. Edrioastemids have not been reported previously on
rocky shoreline assemblages, although there is an undescribed occurrence in the Lower Pennsylvanian of
Oklahoma. However, nearshore hardgrounds more nearly
comparable to those described herein for the Lower Devonian Manlius Formation have been observed through a
fairly long time range. The oldest of these hardgrounds developed in the h w e r Ordovician FilImore and the Middle
Ordovician Kanosh Formations in Utah and Nevada.
These hardground faunas include both edrioasteroids and
pelmatozoan holdfasts, and developed on micritic mound
facies or on skeletal grainstones and Artt pebble canglumerates (Guensburg and Sprinkle, 1992; Wilson and Palmer, 1990; Wilson et al., 1992).
Two undescribed Silurian Deritidal hardmmds also
are known. Desiccation-cracked calcareous green mudstones in the midSilurian (Aeronian) W i n ~ e l dFormation, near C a b t Head, Ontario have yielded rare undescribed edrioasteroids, apparently pyrgocystids, in assmiation with firmgrounds or hardgrounds containing abundant l e p e r d i h ostracdes and tentaculitids. The most
nearly comparabIe situation occurs in the mid-Silurian
(Ludlow) Mackenzie Formation (Lockport Group) in central Pennsylvania. Thin-bedded platy limestones alternating with shales show rich assemblages of a few rhynehonellid brachiopods, pterioid bivalves, leperditian ostraCOMPARISON WITH OTHER HARDGROUNDS
codes ~ e r m n i m )and
, tentaculitids. Platter-me hardMost hardgrounds described in previous literature, at grounds that deveIoped in this facies are well exposed at
least for the early to mid-Paleozoic, occur in shallow off- Castanea, Pennsylvania and have yielded a n assemblage
shore-shelf environments (Wilson and Palmer, 1992). of a few Trypanites bonngs and a number of undescribed
Most commonly, they seem to have been associated with hemicystitid edrioasteroids. These are comparable in size
the outer margins of skeletal shoals. In such areas rapid to the edrioasteroids seen on the Manlius hardground and
transport and deposition of skeletal sand and gravel re- appear to represent a similar depositional setting. Lepersulted in the development of episodic layers, which then d i h - and tentamlitid-rich, hard- and firmground surbecame cemented. These offshore shoal-margin hard- faces also are h o r n from the Upper Silurian Lockport
grounds, described by Fursich (1979),Brett and Brook- Group in New York and the Keyser Formation of Pennsylfield (1984),Brooldield and Brett (19881,and others, seem vania. However, to date they have not yielded any edrioasto be the normal situation. In contrast,the Manlius hard- teroids.
grounds were developed in a peritidal facies. These h e Finally,a high-density assembIage of three species of
grained sediments were deposited in inner-lagoonal to edrioasteroids occurs in the Upper Devonian Shell Rock
lower tidal-flat settings. As such, they may have been sub- limestone in east-central Iowa (Kmh and Strimple, 1968).
These edrioasteroids, associated with attached shortjected to rare exposure.
The faunal assemblage associated with t h i s hardground stalked rhombiferan cystoids, also inhabited a shallowis quite different from those described in most early to water, nearshore rocky platform and may represent somemiddle Paleozoic hardmound faunas. Whereas the latter what similar environments.
tend to be dominated by the boring Trypanites,various enHence, monospecific edrioasteroid populations associcrusting and mound-shaped bryozoans, and annelid t u h s , ated with near shore shallow-water hardgrounds of BA 1
this hardground shows an almost monospecXc assem- and 2 are lmown from at least Middle Ordovician to Late
blage of edrioasteroids. Edrioasteroids occur on many of Devonian time and perhaps persisted into the Pennsylvathe more offshore marine hardgrounds, but in such cases nian. These persistent low-diversity communities were
they generally are less common than bryozoans and Try- probably relatively resilient to environmental change. The
panites.
edrioasteroids may have occupied a niche somewhat simiThe assemblage of leperditian ostracdes, m a l l pterioid lar to acorn barnacles in modern rocky intertidal settings.
bivalves, a few species of brachiopods, and abundant ten- Because of their ability to close their ambulacral plates,
tamlitids suggests a very nearshore (BA inner 2 to 1 of these organisms probably were effective in sealing off
Boucot, 1975) assemblage. Relatively few hardgrounds their body during times of stress, possibly including temare knawn from BA 1 and 2 assemblages. However, rock- porary periods of exposure. In addition, they also were cegrounds representing ancient rocky shoreline assemblag- mented firmly and streamlined against dislodgement by
es have been discussed in some detail by Johnson (1987, tidal currents or waves, which demonstrably swept these
1988a, b), Johnson & Rong (1989),and Johnson and Baarli rocky settings. Their patchy distribution through time
(1999). Rocky shoreline assemblages though time have may represent nothing more than a taphonomic bias
been dominated by just a few taxa of highly eurytopic or against preservation in near-shore environments.
L
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ment in the Class Edrioastemidea (Echinodermata): Journal of
Paleonblogy, v. 50, p. 1001-1019.

An Early Devonian hardground as described herein prorides a detailed case study of a peritidal hard substrate
community. The hardground evidently formed due to partial erosion of a relatively firm pelletal mud that had been
deposited a b v e a cemented, wave-aligned tentamlitid
layer. Strong bimodally aligned Tentaculhs suggest that
these communities may have occupied a position close to a
strand line of the Early Devonian sea. The life mode of the
tentaculitids remains uncertain. However, evidence of
possible in situ specimens surrounded by scour pits suggests that these animds may have lived as s e d e n w suspension feeders, with the shells oriented vertically (apex
downward) within firm sediments. A population of edrioasteroids preserved in situ on the hardground shows
characteristics of variable recmi tment through an annual
cycle. These organisms inhabited a R ~ ~ T S ~ QwaveR ,
or
tidal-swept environment where they encrusted the irreg-
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